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"The Oxford Handbook of Qualitative Research presents a comprehensive and student-friendly overview of the field of qualitative research
and is intended for students of all levels, faculty, and researchers across the social sciences. It provides strong focus on methods instruction
with coverage of theoretical approaches, analysis, writing, evaluation, and the politics of research"-This ethnography looks at North American Sikh young women who have started wearing turbans as a symbol of the empowerment their faith
guarantees. This “reciprocal ethnography” highlights both the voices of the 13 women interviewed and the collaborative research effort of a
professor and her undergraduate student.
Silence, Feminism, Power: Reflections at the Edges of Sound interrogates the often-unexamined assumption that silence is oppressive, to
consider the multiple possibilities silence enables. The equation between voice and power informs feminist theory and activism, creating an
imperative that the oppressed must 'come to voice.' Alternately, this volume explores the diverse and complex ways that differently situated
groups and individuals deploy power through silence. Authors engage questions like: What forms of resistance and healing do silence make
possible? What alliances might be enabled by learning to read silences? Under what conditions is it productive to move between voice and
silence? The book is thematically organized to explore: Intersectionality, Privilege, and Alliances; Academia and Knowledge Production;
Community, Family, and Intimacy; Memory, Healing, and Power. Essays feature diverse feminist reflections on the nuanced relationship
between silence and voice to foreground the creative, healing, meditative, generative and resistive power our silences engender.
Gender in Applied Communication Contexts explores the intersection and integration of feminist theory as applied to four important areas:
organizational communication, health communication, family communication, and instructional communication. This collection of readings
links theoretical insights and contributions to pragmatic ways of improving the lives of women and men in a variety of professional and
personal situations. Gender in Applied Communication Contexts is recommended for upper-division and graduate-level courses in gender
and communication, feminist theory, organizational communication, health communication, instructional communication, and applied
communication. This anthology is also recommended as a research resource for scholars in Women’s Studies, Family Studies, and Business
and Management.
The Third Edition of the Handbook of Interpersonal Communication includes eight new chapters and eleven revised from the second edition.
Following an introductory chapter, the volume is organized into four parts covering perspectives on inquiry in interpersonal communication,
fundamental units of interpersonal communication, processes and functions, and interpersonal contexts. Features include: · Each chapter
reviews and updates research in its respective area · Part II examines methodological issues in the field · Includes articles by top scholars in
the field of Interpersonal Communication
An interrogation of the often-unexamined assumption that silence is oppressive, to consider the multiple possibilities silence enables. The
volume features diverse feminist reflections on the nuanced relationship between silence and voice to foreground the creative, meditative,
generative and resistive power our silences engender.
Engaging Crystallization in Qualitative Research, the first "how to" book to both explain and demonstrate crystallization methodology, offers a
framework for blending grounded theory and other social scientific analyses with creative representations of data, such as narratives, poetry,
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and film. Author Laura L. Ellingson explores relevant epistemological questions that arise when crossing methodological boundaries, provides
detailed steps for design and planning, offers guidelines for improving both social scientific and creative/artistic writing, and suggests
strategies for targeting publication outlets for multigenre representations.
A lively, warm tale of a week in the life of an extended southern black family. Voices of the South. Advertising.

This volume provides the theoretical, methodological, and praxis-driven issues in research on interpretive, critical, and
cultural approaches to health communication. It includes an international collection of contributors, and highlights nontraditional (non-Western) perspectives on health communication.
This annotated bibliography constitutes a thoroughly revised and more easily readable study of Behn's publications, of
those edited or translated by her, of publications that included her works, and of writings ascribed to her, along with an
annotated bibliography of over 1600 works about her from 1671 to 2001, with an unannotated update covering 2002. The
augmented primary bibliography describes all known editions and issues of her works to 1702, and adds a catalogue of
editions to 2002, including on-line sources. The secondary bibliography adds close to 1000 items published since 1984 to
the original 600 of the first edition along with about 175 more from 1671 to 1984, with attention to materials not in English.
New appendices include a list of dedicatees, actors, recent productions (with reviews), and provenances. This volume
will be invaluable for book dealers, collectors and librarians, as well as students and scholars of Aphra Behn and of
Restoration literature.
Everybody has a secret. Some are more dangerous than others. For Georgina Wilcox, only child of the notorious traitor
known as “The Fox”, there are too many secrets to count. However, after her interference results in great tragedy, she
resolves to never help another... until she meets Adam Markham. Lord Adam Markham is captured by The Fox.
Imprisoned, Adam loses everything he holds dear. As his days in captivity grow, he finds himself fascinated by the young
maid, Georgina, who cares for him. When the carefully crafted lies she’s built between them begin to crumble, Georgina
realizes she will do anything to prove her love and loyalty to Adam—even it means at the expense of her own life.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
"Contains 20 original essays about overcoming societal silencing. Pieces range from personal accounts of individuals'
struggles with childbirth and AIDS to political histories and poems. Each chapter includes discussion
questions."--Amazon.com viewed June 25, 2020.
Inside Interviewing highlights the fluctuating and diverse moral worlds put into place during interview research when
gender, race, culture and other subject positions are brought narratively to the foreground. It explores the 'facts',
thoughts, feelings and perspectives of respondents and how this impacts on the research process.
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Lawyers have souls, and God is pursuing us. In His Chambers is a ninety-one-day devotional reading experience for
lawyers. The potential influence of an attorney is great. This book aims to prod lawyers forward to a competent life of
helpful influence. The Word of God forms the foundation of each reading, which reflects upon the life of a lawyer, both
personal and professional. With stories from life in the law, In His Chambers will probe heart, mind, motive, and hope.
This book invites the lawyer to ponder work, life, legacy, and the adventure of knowing God through Jesus Christ.
Gender on Campus is the first book to combine solid analyses of the broad range of gender issues for women in college
with realistic approaches to heighten awareness and alleviate problems. Written for students, the book first clarifies the
concept of feminism and then examines gender dynamics in a variety of settings and contexts-from the classroom to the
sports field and from language to social life. Sharon Gmelch probes sexism, racism, and homophobia on campus and
surveys the special issues facing diverse women students. The book also addresses issues relating to body image and
sexuality. Its final chapters analyze the role gender continues to play after college-in the media, workplace, and politics.
After a thorough discussion of a topic, each chapter concludes with possibilities for action ("What You Can Do") as well
as a selected bibliography of books, videos, and organizations that students can consult. Gender on Campus is an
invaluable resource for students, parents, and administrators, as well as an excellent text for women's studies courses.
Organizations, Communication, and Health focuses on theories and constructs of organizational communication and their
relationship to health. The goal of the volume is to offer a current picture of organizational and organizing processes and practices
related to health. Research in the area of health communication has expanded in recent years, and this research has advanced
understandings of campaigns, patient/provider interactions, and social support. However, a gap in the area of health,
organizations, and organizing processes emerged, a niche this volume fills. It does so by having chapters identify an
organizational theory or organizing process and how aspects of that theory relate to health. Chapters discuss how to marry theory
to practice and the other factors (e.g., organizational structure, role, occupation, industry, or environment) that need to be
considered in the process of utilizing the theory in organizations. This volume, aimed at advanced undergraduate and graduate
students studying health communication, as well as health professionals, provides useful theory and practice related the
organizations and health, and issues a call for further theorizing on the practice of health communication in organizations.
In 1987 and 1988, Dr. Diana Russell journeyed from the United States to the land of her birth to learn about the special role of
women in the struggle against apartheid in South Africa. The fruit of her research is this extraordinary book: the first hand
accounts, in their own words, of 24 courageous risk-taking women activists (portraits included). These are not only world-famous
leaders like Winnie Mandela and Albertina Sisulu (although their stories are included in the book) but ordinary women who were
trade unionists, members of radical organizations, student activists -- black and white, African, Indian and Coloured, young and
old. Lives of Courage: Women for a New South Africa compellingly dramatizes the little-known role of women who fought
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apartheid and its cruel apparatus -- banning, banishment, house arrest, imprisonment, and torture -- even as they strove to keep
together their beleaguered families. With rare candor, they speak of the price they and families paid for their activism, of the
difficulties of being a woman in a racist and sexist society, of the terrors they had endured, and of the dreams they nourished of a
new South Africa. The fighting spirit of these women, their courage and conviction in the face of a modern state's vindictiveness,
shines from every page of this inspiring book.
Liquid Metal brings together 'seminal' essays that have opened up the study of science fiction to serious critical interrogation. Eight
distinct sections cover such topics as the cyborg in science fiction; the science fiction city; time travel and the primal scene;
science fiction fandom; and the 1950s invasion narratives. Important writings by Susan Sontag, Vivian Sobchack, Steve Neale,
J.P. Telotte, Peter Biskind and Constance Penley are included.
Women's Lives examines the full range and diversity of women's lives. Composed of 61 readings, this reader is divided into 11
sections: Perspectives on Women's Lives Girlhood & Adolescence Economica and Work Women and the Body Violence Sexuality
Mothering and the Family Resistance & Social Change Women, Culture, & Creativity Migration & Globalization Spirituality &
Religion
This distinctive collection explores the use of narratives in the social construction of wellness and illness. Narratives, Health, and
Healing emphasizes what the process of narrating accomplishes--how it serves in the health communication process where
people define themselves and present their social and relational identities. Organized into four parts, the chapters included here
examine health narratives in interpersonal relationships, organizations, and public fora. The editors provide an extensive
introduction to weave together the various threads in the volume, highlight the approach and contribution of each chapter, and
bring to the forefront the increasingly important role of narrative in health communication. This volume offers important insights on
the role of narrative in communicating about health, and it will be of great interest to scholars and graduate students in health
communication, health psychology, and public health. It is also relevant to medical, nursing, and allied health readers.
This cutting-edge two-volume set with contributions by distinguished and internationally recognized scholars provides a
comprehensive picture of contemporary issues in the field of women's sexuality, emphasizing women's diversity and international
perspectives. * Vignettes and real-life stories to illustrate concerns, questions, findings, research, and concepts * In-depth
coverage of a wide spectrum of sexuality topics among women, including sexual desire and satisfaction; sexuality concerns in
diverse countries; pornography; lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women; trauma, rape, and intimate partner violence; and
mental health and therapy * Contributions from 63 distinguished scholars who are experts in their fields * Extensive bibliography
with each chapter
Postmodern Interviewing offers readers an exploration of the postmodern interview, a conversation with diverse purposes in which
the communicative format is constructed as much within the interview conversation as it stems from predesignated research
interests. It provides cutting-edge discussions of emerging horizons, featuring reflexivity, poetics, and power, along with
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discussions of new ways of gathering experiential knowledge. Employing concepts from anthropology, family studies, history, and
sociology, the contributors present the ambitious new directions in which the interview has gone, such as: How the interview
process is refracted through the lens of language, knowledge, culture, and difference How the dividing line between fact and fiction
is blurred to promote richer understanding How standardized representation has given way to representational invention This
volume is comprised of chapters from the Handbook of Interview Research (Gubrium and Holstein, SAGE, 2001). The companion
volume, Inside Interviewing (SAGE, 2003), is also comprised of chapters from the Handbook.
A different approach to contemporary ethnography, embracing the idea that alternative genres may be used to express cultural
experience.
A thought-provoking look at how silence is embedded in our language, society, and institutions. Sexual harassment is explored as an
example.
This feminist exploration of mothers, mothering, and motherhood combines evaluations of empirical and theoretical work with personal
narratives by mothers or caregivers. While the authors' analyses yield suggestions for new approaches to motherhood, the narratives vividly
demonstrate the relevance of these issues to women's lives. The result is a nuanced picture of the complex realities mothers face, as well as
their struggles, joys, and hopes for their children. In the book's first part, "Social Constructions of Motherhood," Chase and Rogers argue that
dominant western views of motherhood have been and continue to be detrimental to most mothers and children. In the second part,
"Maternal Bodies," the authors attend to the ways that American society and women themselves have regarded the physical aspects of
motherhood. Mothers' bodies, the authors contend, have long been objects of cultural and political struggle. The final part, "Mothering in
Everyday Life," suggests that only an understanding of the daily realities of mothering will lead to social and political changes promoting the
welfare of mothers and children.
Courage of ConvictionWomen's Words, Women's WisdomMcGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages
-- A. L. A. Booklist
The Word of God is a love letter from the heart of our heavenly Father. It is unequaled in its ability to comfort, to counsel, to challenge, to
exhort, and to change lives. The New Spirit-Filled Life Bible for Women beautifully presents the rich and timeless truths of God's living Word
with wisdom from more than 100 of the most respected women in the body of Christ. These beloved authors, speakers, and ministry leaders
have come together to help you understand and apply the Scriptures to your life as you discover God's promises and fulfill His holy purpose
for you by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Women Courageous: Leading through the Labyrinth is a unique collection of stories of courage, integrated with scholarly analysis to deepen
our understanding of courage - how it shows up, develops, and facilitates transformation.
Aimed at professionals in market research and journalism as well as researchers, academics and students, this handbook is both an
encyclopedia providing discussions of methodological issues and a story of a particular tale of interviewing.
This life-changing book explores seven principles that can help you become a powerful force in your family, your church, your community,
and your world. Through biblical teaching, inspirational quotes, and true stories of women just like you, you will learn to incorporate your life
as you have a powerful impact on those around you. Do you want to be a positive woman of powerful influence? Do you want to make a
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lasting impression on the lives of the people around you? You can become a positive woman—no matter where you find yourself right
now—simply by choosing to allow God's power and strength to pour through you. This life-changing book explores seven principles that can
help you become a powerful force in your family, your church, your community, and your world. Through biblical teaching, inspirational
quotes, and true stories of women just like you, you will learn to incorporate your life as you have a powerful impact on those around you.
Every woman—including you—has the potential to become a positive, powerful influence in her world. Never underestimate the power of a
positive woman. That woman can be you!

Health and illness are storied experiences that necessarily entail personal, cultural, and political complexities. For all of us,
communicating about health and illness requires a continuous negotiation of these complexities and a delicate balance between
what we learn about the biology of disease from providers and our own very personal, subjective experiences of being ill. Storied
Health and Illness brings together dozens of noteworthy scholars, both established and emerging, in a provocative collection that
embraces narrative ways of knowing to think about, analyze, and reconsider our own and others’ health beliefs, behaviors, and
communication. Comprehensive content reflects the editors’ substantial research in integrative health, narrative care, and
innovative ways of improving well-being and quality of life in personal relationships, healthcare, the workplace, and community
settings. Unique narrative approaches to the study of health communication include: • 14 chapters written by 22 contributors who
use engaging stories from their own research or personal experience to introduce and ground foundational communication
concepts in healthcare, health promotion, community support, organizational wellness, and other health-related sites of interest. •
Compelling stories of individuals living with the inherent challenges and unexpected opportunities of mental illness, addiction,
aging, cancer, dialysis, sexual harassment, miscarriage, obesity, alopecia, breastfeeding, health threats to immigrant workers,
developmental differences, and youth gun violence. • 36 Health Communication in Action (HCIA) sidebars that highlight applied
research of innovative health communication scholars in their own words and then prompt readers to think more deeply about their
own perspectives and experiences. • Theorizing Practice boxes that encourage readers to reflect on stories that describe
significant experiences in their own and others’ lives as they consider assumptions and enlarge their viewpoints in previously
unimagined ways.
In this unforgettable, award-winning book, New York Times bestselling author Margaret Truman profiles twelve remarkable
women, some famous, others little known. They range from a United States senator to a Native American to a first lady. Most wore
bonnets and long skirts; few had college degrees; and only a handful stepped into a voting booth. But these women spoke the
same language as their sisters today. Truman's look into the past pays tribute to the courage of American women from the
Revolution to the present.
Explores the literary theme of the hero's journey in twenty essays covering works by authors as varied as Virgil and Maxine Hong
Kingston.
Each chapter provides a state-of-the-art literature review, practical applications of the material, and key words and discussion
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questions to facilitate classroom use."--Jacket.
Candace Cameron Bure has grown up before our eyes and we've watched as she's balanced life in Hollywood with her faith for
many years. But that all reached new heights when she was given the opportunity to join the cast of Dancing With the Stars. Being
on the show was one of her dreams come true; and with that dream came the opportunity to display her Christian faith in front of
millions of people, through an intense season of stretching beyond her limits, and to run the race God gave her with joy and
perseverance. Join Candace as she reflects on the self-discovery that came through leaping out of her comfort zone. Go behind
the scenes and experience the highs and lows, the roadblocks, and the personal victories. Hear straight from her heart on tough
lessons learned about grace, rejection, perfectionism, disappointment, accountability, dealing with criticism, and more. Through
God’s strength, and with the help of endless support from her family and friends, see how Candace stayed true to herself and
publicly lived out her faith in Christ all the way to the finale. How do you stand with conviction in your world? Where does your
courage come from when faced with challenges? How do you live out your faith on a daily basis despite opposition? Your stage
probably isn't in Hollywood and the challenges you are facing may not be on live television, but they are no less real. Come along
with Candace as she shares how she found the courage to stand with conviction on one of the largest platforms of her life.
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